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Abstract: Ultrasonic waves and acoustic emissions (AE) are important technologies to reveal rock damage.
However, few studies have simultaneously monitored both types of data in the same experiment because
of limitations on the experimental apparatus. In this study, an integrated ultrasonic wave and AE testing
device was developed to investigate the deformation characteristics and damage development of salt rock.
Fracture experiments under uniaxial compression were carried out on three samples from the Jintan
Salt Mine, Jiangsu Province, China. The deformation process can be divided into five stages. In the
compression fissure and linear deformation stages, P- and S-waves rose slightly to stability, and acoustic
emission activity was weak (0.04% and 2.66%, respectively). Subsequently, S-wave velocity slowly
declined and AE events become more active, with about 13.8% of the total in the stabilized-growth
cracks stage. When the salt rock entered the accelerated-growth cracks stage, AE events increased to
75.27%; with features of an earthquake swarm, the velocities of P- and S-waves began to fall significantly.
After the peak stress, salt rock produced only a small number of AE events. The beginning stress of rock
damage and dilatancy were about 42–50% and 62–67% of the uniaxial compressive strength, respectively.
The ultrasonic wave velocity ratio, Ib-value, and r-value effectively predicted rock failure, but the r-value
was superior owing to its sensitivity and ease of measurement.
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1. Introduction

Salt rock, a medium with low seepage characteristics (permeability of less than 10−20 m2) and
good damage repair ability, has been an ideal storage medium for energy and nuclear waste [1,2].
However, following years of use, the volume of underground salt caverns will fall because of changes
in internal fluid pressure and rock creep. During this process, dislocations and slip among adjacent
grains will occur and lead to severe rock damage. According to statistical analysis [3–11], 29 major
accidents have occurred in the last 40 years, 20% of them due to rock damage. Therefore, it is of
great significance to study the damage law of salt rock. However, this was a difficult task because
of the micro-scale and extremely slow creep, which needed to be studied using special instruments
or methods.
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Acoustic emissions (AE) technology provides an indirect means of monitoring the internal
deformation and damage process of salt rocks in the laboratory. In recent years, a wide range of studies
on ‘hard’ rocks, such as granite and shale, indicated that AE technology provide a convenient tool
for the study of deformation and failure of geologic materials [12–17]. For example, Chmel [12] and
Zhao [13] studied the AE characteristics and the energy release law in granite at different stress stages,
and demonstrated that energy accumulation was the root cause of crack growth, and a quiet period of
AE events occurs before rock fracture. Geng [15] analyzed AE information under uniaxial compression
to evaluate the dynamic damage process; they obtained a 3D distribution of AE events to illustrate
the generation, growth, and connection of micro-cracks. Unfortunately, AE technology has not been
extensively applied in the study of damage behavior of salt. Only a few studies have focused on the
AE characteristics of salt rock, a ‘soft’ rock with coarse grains and non-uniform structures, whose AE
characteristics are very different from others. Alkan [18] studied the AE features of salt rock during
different strain phases in triaxial compression tests to determine the expansion and dilatancy boundary.
Ren [19] analyzed the influence of stress level and loading rate on AE frequency, and summarized that
the higher the loading rate, the more obvious the rock’s brittle features, and the lower the AE counts.
Fan [20] and Filimonov [21] conducted AE monitoring in fatigue tests of salt under cyclic loading paths
to reveal memory effects. However, they did not research the AE location owing to the limitations
of experiments.

Ultrasonic waves, an active method and good indicator, can be used to evaluate pore structure,
rock damage processes, and anisotropy. Szewczyk [22] found that the increasing saturation of shales
decreased the difference between seismic and ultrasonic stress-sensitivities. Luo [23] showed that rock
internal structure changed with variations in ultrasonic wave velocity and amplitude. Zhu [24] and
Zheng [25] investigated the relationship between ultrasonic velocity and stress response in concrete,
magmatic rocks, and sedimentary rocks; they found that ultrasonic velocity in rocks had a rising trend
in the elastic loading stage. Although scholars have conducted many ultrasonic wave studies into
rock damage, most focused on P-waves, not S-waves. Comparatively little work has been done on
laboratory studies of ultrasonic velocity in salt rock under load [26–28].

The above studies are of great value; however, they only focused on either the variation of
ultrasonic velocity or AE activity. In addition, because of the limitations of testing equipment, most did
not concentrate on AE location and S-shear. In this study, we developed an integrated experimental
apparatus of ultrasonic wave and AE activities, which was used to study the deformation properties
and damage evolution of salt rock under uniaxial loading. Besides, the results of rock deformation,
S-shear velocity, P-shear velocity, and AE activities were recorded and analyzed. Finally, the damage
development process and evaluation indexes were considered. The results provide new insights into
the damage process in salt rock and lay an important foundation for further study.

2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

2.1. Experimental Apparatus

(1) Integrated Testing Apparatus for Ultrasonic Wave and Acoustic Emissions
The apparatus for ultrasonic wave measurement and AE monitoring was composed of an ultrasonic

wave testing system (UWS), an AE testing system (AES), and a data recording system (DRS). A schematic
of this system was shown in Figure 1; it has been patented in China (ZL2014101711015). It can be used to
measure ultrasonic velocity as well as record AE information and location of a rock sample under uniaxial
or triaxial loading. In this way, resources and costs can be saved, and it helped to reveal the coupling laws
among rock cracks, ultrasonic wave and acoustic emission for future research.

Part 1, Ultrasonic Wave System (UWS): the UWS includes two steel indenters, UW-1 and UW-2,
made of steel with the maximum allowable stress of 140 MPa. One P-wave sensor and two S-wave sensors
are sealed in each (Figure 1). Sensors in UW-1 linking with the ultrasonic wave transmission channel can
transmit the high-voltage signals positively. Sensors in UW-2 linking with the ultrasonic wave reception
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channel can receive the signal from UW-1. During the loading test, each indenter was placed in the same
direction to make the P-wave sensor in UW-1 face the P-wave sensor in UW-2 and the S-wave sensor in
UW-1face the S-wave sensor in UW-2. The ultrasonic velocity spreading in the rock was calculated by the
elapsed time and distance of the pulsing signals.

Errors in the ultrasonic testing system were determined before the test was conducted.
Firstly, the coupling agent was smeared on both sides of the indenters to ensure a good contact; secondly,
the two indenters were set face-to-face with the same direction; then, we turned on the data recording
system, and the acoustic signals from UW-1 were received by sensors in UW-2, the spread time was
calculated as the error of the acoustic wave testing system. S-waves had an error of 12 us and P-waves had
an error of 9 us.

Part 2, Acoustic Emission System (AES): AE sensors were located at different positions in the rock
sample and connected with the AE received channel to record AE activities, which were applied to
determine the locations of AE events. We used NANO-30 sensors (produced by the Physical Acoustics
Company, Princeton Junction, NJ, USA) as the AE receivers; they were sealed in protective shells with
sufficient stiffness, as shown in Section 2.3

The sensitivities of the AE sensors were tested before use. We placed a crushed pencil lead of 0.5 mm
thickness on the face of the AE receivers, and the data recording system recorded a signal. If the signal
amplitude was higher than 90 dB, it indicated that the receiver was sensitive to the AE source; if this was
not the case then we rechecked the link conditions and coupling quality of the sensors and repeated the
tests until the sensitivity met the requirements.

Part 3, Data Recording System (DRS): the DRS included a personal computer (PC), a high-voltage
signal transmitting card (Model ARB-1410, produced by the Physical Acoustics Company), and signal
receiving cards (Model PCI-2, produced by the Physical Acoustics Company). ARB-1410, which was
connected with UW-1, can emit different types of ultrasonic signals with enough power to overcome the
energy attenuation in the spread process; the emission time interval, cycle time, and signal energy can be
set by experimenters. PCI-2 was connected with UW-2 and the AE sensors, and they were used to record
the ultrasonic wave and AE signals.
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Figure 1. Schematic of integrated testing of ultrasonic waves and acoustic emissions for rock under
uniaxial stress. AE, acoustic emissions; PCI, peripheral component interconnect; P-sensor, pressure
wave sensor; S-sensor, shear wave sensor; UW-1, ultrasonic wave system part #1; UW-2, ultrasonic wave
system part #2.
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(2) Uniaxial Loading System
A uniaxial loading system was used to apply a uniaxial compression on salt rock samples.

The maximum output axial loading was 4600 kN. Loading rates and controlling parameters can
be set in software manually. In this study, we increased the loading force with the circumferential
displacement control, and the increase rate was 0.4 mm/min. Circumferential and axial strains were
recorded to analyze the relationship between stress and strain. Channels for ultrasonic signals and AE
signals were designed in the bedplate of the loading system.

2.2. Test Sample

Salt rock was sourced from the Jintan Salt Mine, Jiangsu Province, China, and was extracted
from approximately 874–883 m below ground level. Standard cylinder samples of a diameter of
100 mm and a length of 200 mm were built to conduct the tests. Plane parallelisms were controlled
to within ±0.02 mm. The salt rock samples had a density of approximately 2250 kg/m3, and the
dominant element was NaCl (over 85%; Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Salt samples for testing. (a) Rock cutting machine; (b) standard cylinder samples with
a diameter of 100 mm and a length of 200 mm.

2.3. Test Procedures

In order to eliminate environmental noise, we set the DRS threshold to 40 dB, and the ultrasonic
wave and AE signals were amplified by 40 dB to ensure a clear signal. In the process of ultrasonic
velocity measurement, three ultrasonic wave signals considered of a group; each signal had a 1 s time
interval, and the cycle time between groups were set to 30 s. Therefore, 1 s after the first emission by
sensor No. 1 in UW-1, sensor No. 2 in UW-1 discharged another emission, and sensor No. 3 in UW-1
launched another signal 2 s after the emission by sensor No. 1; another group of three signals was
emitted in the same way 30 s after the emission by sensor No. 3.

The experimental and data processing procedures were as follows.
(1) First, UW-1 and UW-2 were set at each end of the rock samples with the same

direction, and axial and circumferential strain gauges were placed around the sample to record
deformation information. AE receivers were arranged at designed locations to monitor AE
activity (Figure 3).

(2) The loading and data recording systems were turned on at the same time. With increasing
loading stress, all information on P-waves, S-waves, and AE activities were recorded. This stage
continued until the rock broke.

(3) After testing, data processing was conducted to analyze the ultrasonic velocity, AE activity,
and deformation properties of the salt rock sample.
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3. Experimental Results

3.1. Deformation Features

Salt rock has a very good creep ability and produces large deformation during loading.
According to the test results, the axial strain of salt rock was greater than 0.5% before losing carrying
capacity. Therefore, we adopted the modified section area to calculate the mechanical strength of salt
rock in this study.

In the tests, the axial and lateral strains were measured directly, whereas volume strain and
crack volume were calculated from these values. Crack volume strain, εc

v, was determined by
Equation (1) [29]:

εc
v = εc

1 + εc
2 + εc

3 = εv −
(1 − 2µ)

E
(σ1 + σ2 + σ3), (1)

where σ1, σ2, and σ3 are vertical space stresses, σ1 is in the axial direction, σ2, and σ3 are in the
horizontal direction; εc

1 is the crack strain in the axial direction, εc
2 and εc

3 are crack strains in the
horizontal direction; µ is the Poisson ratio and E is the elastic modulus. Based on the stress-strain
curves, the rock deformation process can be divided into five stages: the compression fissures stage,
the linear deformation stage, the stabilized-growth cracks stage, the accelerated-growth cracks stage,
and the after peak stress stage, as given in Figure 4 for sample #2 (SA-2).

Stage 1, the compression fissures stage (OA): OA was a short-term process and the stress range
was approximately 0–20% of the uniaxial compression strength. In this stage, original cracks closed
under compression, which led to a decrease in the crack volume of the specimens, but the compression
volume strain increased slightly. Both P-wave and S-wave velocities rose slightly, and the P-wave
velocity was approximately twice that of the S-wave velocity. The number of AE events in this stage
was approximately 0.04% of the total number of AE events. This stage is completely reversible.

Stage 2, the linear deformation stage (AB): After the compression fissure stage, the compression
volume strain increased, while the crack volume remained constant. The compression stress was
approximately 21–45% of the uniaxial compression strength, and the volume strain had an obvious
linear trend. The ultrasonic wave velocity was stable during this stage, and AE activity was weak,
representing approximately 2.66% of the total AE events.

Stage 3, the stabilized-growth cracks stage (BC): When the stress was approximately 46–65%
of the uniaxial compression strength, the linear stress-strain curve altered, cracks in rock samples
began to generate and expand, and the compressed volume strain increased to a peak. Owing to
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irreparable damage produced in rock samples, the beginning stress at point B was representative of
rock damage stress, about 42–50% of peak strength (Table 1). At the end of this stage, the volume strain
of rock samples reached their peak, indicating that inflection and rock dilatancy would happen next.
Thus, the stress at point C was termed as dilatancy stress, and was 62–67% of peak strength (Table 1).
The P-wave velocity fluctuated slightly, while the S-wave velocity began a gradual decline. AE
activities became active and accounted for approximately 13.0% of the total AE activity.

Stage 4,the accelerated-growth cracks stage (CD): As the stress increased to a peak in the
accelerated-growth cracks stage, the samples exhibited visco-plastic deformation and the axial
stress-strain curve showed nonlinear characteristics. While this was short-term behavior, is caused
serious damage. At this stage, the ultrasonic wave velocity declined sharply, and the S-wave
decelerated more than that of P-waves. AE activities were the strongest, accounting for approximately
75.27% of the total AE events.

Stage 5, the after peak stress stage (DE): During the last stage, the connected cracks extended in
rock samples, and the rocks could not withstand the loading force.
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Table 1. Damage and dilatancy strength for salt rock samples under uniaxial compression.

Sample Number Uniaxial Compression
Strength/MPa

Damage
Strength/%

Dilatancy
Dtrength/%

SA-1 19.5 42.5 62.6
SA-2 16.4 45.0 66.4
SA-3 18.2 49.7 63.1

Mean value 18.0 45.7 64.0
Standard deviation 1.56 3.66 2.04

3.2. Ultrasonic Wave Velocity

Repeated ultrasonic velocity measurements with cycle time of 30 s were performed during the
loading test, and were interpreted by elapsed time through the rock sample. Ultrasonic velocities had
a relative relationship with rock damage (Figure 5). The damage of salt rock was mainly caused by the
dislocation and slip among rock grains, this movement resulted in micro-cracks among salt grains.
When a large number of micro-cracks were connected, a fatal main crack would form [30]. For the
salt rock sample under axial stress, P-wave and S-wave velocities did not show an obvious change
before the stabilized-growth cracks stage, because there was only minor dislocation and slip among
rock grains in the beginning [30]. When the grain dislocation exceeded a certain limitation, a number
of micro-cracks were generated and extended; then the S-wave velocity had a downward trend,
while the P-wave velocity remained constant. At the accelerated-growth cracks stage, both S-wave and
P-wave velocities began to decrease significantly; P-wave velocity reduced from 4444 m/s to 2011 m/s,
and S-wave velocity reduced from 2898 m/s to 834 m/s. Figure 5 shows the P- and S-wave velocity
attenuations in sample SA-2 under uniaxial loading. We observed that the attenuation of S-waves was
larger than that for the P-waves. In the axial compression, the samples had circumferential expansion
with a great many of micro-cracks paralleling to the axial direction. S-waves showed a more sensitive
response to this change.
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Figure 5. P- and S-waves’ velocity attenuations in sample SA-2 at different loading phases.

3.3. AE Activity

Energy release and rock damage are associated with AE activity. Salt rocks are sensitive to AE
during uniaxial loading because the crystal structure contributes to the friction effect [31]. AE events
were consistent with the loading process, and were 0.04%, 2.66%, 13.8%, 75.27% and 8.23% of the total
AE activity during the five deformation stages (Table 2). Based on seismological principles, AE events
can be divided into three types: shock, swarm, and isolated. It is obvious that salt rock belongs to
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the second category because there was no extreme, high-level shock, and the energy was released by
repeated activity with similar magnitudes within a longer time period, as shown in Figure 4b.

During testing, four AE sensors were used to locate the AE position, which clearly showed
damage development inside the rock samples. From the compression fissures to accelerated-growth
cracks stage, AE gradually became active and reached a peak, the AE located in the area with the most
significant damage (Figure 6). In the uniaxial compression test, most of macro-cracks were parallel
to the direction of stress, which presented a vertical splitting characteristic as shown in Figure 7.
More serious damage and inconsistent distortions occurred in the lower part of the rock, as the loading
stress came from the base of the test machine. Comparing the damaged salt rock after testing with AE
events location (Figure 7), we clearly recognized that the location of the AE was in good agreement
with the macro-cracks of the damaged samples. Where the damage was most serious, AE events were
the most concentrated.
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Table 2. Acoustic emission events of salt rock in different stages under uniaxial stress.

Sample Number AE Event Percentage/%
Event Sum

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

1 0.06 3.04 14.4 71.9 10.6 6904
2 0.05 2.21 11.9 79.4 6.4 7751
3 0.02 2.74 15.1 74.5 7.6 8233

Mean value 0.04 2.66 13.8 75.27 8.23 7629
Standard deviation 0.02 0.42 1.68 3.81 2.16 673
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4. Rock Damage Recognition

4.1. Ultrasonic Velocity Ratio

The ratio VP/VS, which reflects the damage process, decreased at first and rose later in the
experiment (Figure 8). In the original salt rock sample, the P-wave velocity was 1.71 times the S-wave
velocity; it decreased to 1.55 at the beginning of testing as the internal structure was compacted with
increasing axial stress. When the stress increased, the salt rock was in the linear deformation stage,
and VP/VS began to increase slowly. In the early stage of the stabilized-growth crack stage, the velocity
ratio of the salt rock was 1.78; it then increased significantly to 2.04 at the end of this stage. After that,
it increased sharply. When the stress level reached a peak, VP/VS rose to 3.08 and a large number of
macroscopic cracks were produced inside the rock; at this point the rock approached failure. Based on
three samples, the results show that rock damage can be effectively interpreted by VP/VS; if VP/VS is
less than 2.0, the rock is in a good condition; if VP/VS is 2.0–2.5, the rock had suffered serious damage;
if VP/VS is over 2.5, the rock is about to fail.
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Figure 8. Relationship between axial stress-strain curve and ultrasonic velocity ratio at different
deformation stages for sample SA-2 under uniaxial compression.

4.2. Ib-Value

Gutenberg [32] defined the b-value with AE magnitude and frequency to interpret AE information.
The formula was given as:

lgN = a − bM, (2)

where M is the Richter magnitude for earthquakes, N is the incremental frequency whose magnitude is
greater than M, and a and b are correlation coefficients. Rao [33] developed b-values using the Ib-value
to clearly present rock damage:

Ib =
lgN(w1)− lgN(w2)

(α1 + α2)σ
, (3)

where α1 and α2 are user-defined constants between 0.5 and 5.0 (we set both constants to 1 in this
study), w2 is the upper amplitude limit, and w1 is the lower amplitude limit. An increasing Ib-value
indicates that rock damage is dominated by micro-cracks, while a decreasing Ib-value indicates that
rock damage is dominated by macroscopic cracks. A stable trend in the Ib-value indicates that the
damage status of the rock has not changed.
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In this study, we used the mean amplitude of AE hits and Ib-values to analyze the damage process
(Figure 9). Mean amplitude fluctuated within the first 200 s, as the sample was under the recoverable
deformation state. It then entered a constant phase for a period of time before decreasing with
increasing loading stress. Ib-values had consistent features with mean amplitude. In the compression
fissures and linear deformation stages, it did not obviously change, only fluctuated slightly, which
indicated the rock damage was in a stable state. However, it declined after the stabilized-growth cracks
stage, indicating that a large number of cracks had been produced and connected inside the sample.
The Ib-value fell to 0.43 at the peak loading stage.
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4.3. r-Value

The energy of AE monitored by sensors can be used to quantify the stage of rock damage.
Zang [34] used r-value to study damage in dry and wet sandstone, and defined the ratio of the sum of
AE numbers and AE energy as follows:

r = ∑ N/∑ E, (4)

where ∑ N is the sum of the AE numbers and ∑ E is the accumulated AE energy. In this study, AE
energy was obtained by integrated hardware electronics of a PCI-2 Card (Figure 10a). The wavelets of
AE numbers with loading time (Figure 10b) show that AE number and energy had different peaks.
AE number peak occurred at 236 s, the beginning of the accelerated-growth cracks stage; while AE
energy peaked at 345 s, the middle of the accelerated-growth crack stage. The curve between r-value
and loading stress increased at first, declined later, and then gradually rose again (Figure 10c).
In the beginning of testing, AE events were rare; however, they carried a certain amount of energy.
Therefore, the r-value had a rising trend. It then declined when no energy was released during the
compression fissure stage. After that, the r-value began to rise, indicating that energy was not released
only by several events, but a great many rhythmic AE events with uniform energy. In contrast to other
deformation stages, the r-value presented a slow rising character in the accelerated-growth crack stage,
which implied that AE number and energy had consistent changes; in other words, energy release
channels were unobstructed because of serious damage.
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5. Discussion

The integrated testing apparatus for ultrasonic waves and acoustic emissions was a major
advancement for the studies of rock damage. To distinguish acoustic wave signals emitted by UW-1,
and AE activity, we applied a data filtering function [35] using the post-processing software (time
filtering method) to eliminate the interference of acoustic wave signals in AE results. In this process,
a small part of the AE signal was lost; however, it did not affect the overall pattern of AE. This defect
needs to be optimized and improved in future developments. Although we did not study the coupling
laws among rock cracks, ultrasonic wave and acoustic emission, the conclusions will be the basis of
future studies.

According to seismological principles, the AE activity of salt rock conformed to swarm-type
features; there was no prominent main shock, and the rock energy was released through many
earthquakes with similar magnitudes over a long period. In addition, AE activity was discontinuous
in time. As shown in Figure 4b, the AE activity of salt rock had interval burst features. The statistical
results indicate that there were AE during 1% of the testing time, but no AE at other times because
energy had to accumulate during the process of crack extension. Different kinds of rocks have different
AE activity types, and the AE relationship can be an important parameter to determine rock damage.

We found that the ultrasonic velocity ratio, r-value, and Ib-value can be effective predictors
of failure in the samples, but it is difficult to confirm the specific threshold. Based on this study,
we recommend the r-value as the priority indicator to warn of rock failure. When the r-value has a slow
rising trend, serious damage has happened inside the rock. While both the ultrasonic velocity ratio and
Ib-value were also good representations of internal changes in the rock, they had their own deficiencies.
Ultrasonic velocity, especially for the S-waves, was too sensitive to interpret accurately. Moreover, they
did not have abnormal changes or inflection points before rock failure.

6. Conclusions

In this study, controlled laboratory experiments on salt rock samples under uniaxial stress
were performed to study ultrasonic velocity and AE activity during deformation and damage.
The conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) An integrated apparatus of ultrasonic wave measurement and AE monitor was developed;
it was composed of an ultrasonic wave testing system, an AE testing system, and a data recording
system. It can be used to measure ultrasonic velocity and record AE information and location of
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a rock sample under uniaxial or triaxial loading. However, further improvements are needed to better
separate the two types of data. In this paper, the results of ultrasonic wave and AE have been obtained
on salt rock under uniaxial loading. This was an innovative experiment, which laid an important
foundation for future research to reveal the coupling laws among rock cracks, ultrasonic waves and
acoustic emission.

(2) The damage process of salt rock under uniaxial loading included five stages. In the compression
fissures stage, the volumetric strain of salt rock increased while the crack volume decreased, but the
crack volume strain was constant during the linear deformation stage. During the stabilized-growth
crack stage, salt rock suffered unrecoverable damage and the compressed volumetric strain increased
gradually and reached a peak. The beginning stresses of rock damage and dilatancy were about 42–50%
and 62–67% of the uniaxial compressive strength, respectively. After dilatancy strength, internal cracks
in the rocks expanded rapidly and connected, and the samples soon lost their carrying capacity.

(3) The ultrasonic wave velocity of salt rock first increased, stabilized for a time, and then
finally decreased. S-waves were more sensitive to change than P-waves because micro-cracks were
mostly parallel to the loading direction.

(4) In the compression fissures and linear deformation stage, AE activities in salt rock samples were
very weak; however, they increased to account for 13.8% of the total AE activity in the stabilized-growth
crack stage. When the loading stress was higher than the dilatation stress, AE activities were the most
intense, accounting for 75.27% of the total AE events. After the stress peak, AE activities fell. We found
that the AE location was a good predictor of crack development and rock damage. The ultrasonic
wave velocity ratio, r-value, and Ib-value can predict damage to rock samples; however, r-values are
superior owing to their sensitivity and ease of measurement.
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